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recall. Craik (1970) found that words in the terminal serial position were retrieved best in immediate recall but least well after a delay.
Patients with amnesia from a variety of conditions show a recency effect but they poorly retain primacy items (Carlesimo, Marfia, Loasses, & Caltagirone, 1996b) . Patients with anterior temporal lobe resections show significant declines in recall from primary and middle portions of a word list, but not the recency portion, compared with preoperative performance (Hermann et al., 1996) . The lack of a primacy effect also is a defining feature of word-list learning in patients with Alzheimer's disease (AD; Carlesimo, Fadda, Sabbadini, & Caltagirone, 1996a ). Foldi and her colleagues (Foldi, Brickman, Schaefer, & Knutelska, 2003) used the 16-word California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT) and compared recall total across five trials of primacy and middle regions of the list with items in the recency region. The controls recalled the primacy and recency regions equally, while the AD group recalled recency > middle > primacy. When performance on the first trial of the CVLT for a mild AD group (Mini-Mental State Examination, MMSE < 23.5) and a very mild AD group (MMSE >23.5) was compared with thatof controls, the mild and very mild AD patients had a recency effect but no primacy effect (Bayley et al., 2000) . There was no difference in recall on Trial 1 between the mild and very mild groups. As expected normal primacy and recency effects were observed for the controls. Gainotti and colleagues (Gainotti, Marra, Villa, Parlato, & Chiarotti, 1998) used the 15 unrelated words from the Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test and compared mild to moderately demented Alzheimer patients with controls on the recency and the primacy for totals across five learning trials. In the AD group primacy was impaired but not recency.
The diagnosis of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) can be difficult because memory impairment associated with MCI is often in a transition stage between normal agerelated decline and the more serious deficit associated with Alzheimer's disease. The limited serial position data available from MCI patients have been mixed. Bennett's group (Bennett, Golob, Parker, & Starr, 2006) found a normal serial position effect for MCI participants on a 15-word list presented in a different order on each of three trials. However, Shankle et al. (2005) found a difference between MCI participants and controls in the pattern of words recalled on the CERAD (Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease) Word List, which is a 10-word list presented in a different order on each of three trials (Welsh et al., 1994) . The findings suggest the possibility that serial position effects can be used to identify people who are developing MCI.
Special scoring of word-list recall data for serial position has been suggested to improve discrimination of normal aging from dementia of varying etiologies but mostly Alzheimer's disease (Buschke et al., 2006; Shankle, Mangrola, Chan, & Hara, 2009; Shankle et al., 2005) . Buschke and colleagues administered a single presentation of a 10-word list over the telephone and devised a retention weighted scoring (RWS) to measure serial position effects in which items are weighted inversely to recency of presentation, with the first word weighted 10, the second 9, and so forth. They found that the RWS improved the discrimination of the mild AD and control groups compared to conventional scoring. Shankle and colleagues used correspondence analysis (CA) to quantify serial position effects on the CERAD Word List task of groups of participants with MCI, those with mild dementia, and controls. Correspondence analysis, while not specific for serial position effects, takes into account the words recalled and not recalled and produces a weighted combination of values that optimally distinguishes the groups. They found that this scoring increased sensitivity in classifying MCI and controls compared to both the total recall score summed over all four trials and the delayed-recall score alone.
The present study examined serial position effects in MCI participants compared to Alzheimer patients and controls. Like AD patients, MCI patients have impaired episodic memory, although less severe. We predicted that MCI patients would outperform Alzheimer patients on a word-list-learning test but would resemble Alzheimer patients for serial position effects. We also predicted that an enhanced scoring position that encompassed the serial position of words recalled might detect MCI better than standard scoring. Previous studies of enhanced scoring for serial position have used widely different word-list tasks. We aimed to learn whether several scoring systems applied to the same word-list test might be preferable to standard scoring for identifying MCI. We introduced a novel method for scoring serial position that is easy to score and takes into account the order in which words from a list are recalled. This novel scoring method was based on the assumption that any of the last three words in the list that are recalled first, second, or third are recalled from short-term memory. In all, four scoring methods were compared: standard raw score method, Buschke's RWS, Shankle's CA method, and a short-term memory (STM) method.
METHOD

Participants
Two sets of participants participated: in an initial experiment and a replication experiment. All were community-dwelling seniors who were recruited through advertisement and presentations at local retirement communities.
Experiment 1
The groups consisted of 21 participants who had diagnoses of mild cognitive impairment (MCI-1), 27 with mild Alzheimer's disease (AD), and 41 with intact cognition (Intact-1). Except for the Alzheimer patients, participants were cognitively intact when they enrolled in the Oregon Brain Aging Study (OBAS), a longitudinal study of aging in community-dwelling seniors (Howieson et al., 1997) . At entry they ranged in age from 65 to 104 years. All had Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) scores ≥24 and had no neurological diseases or brain trauma, depression, use of medicines that might impair cognition, or risk factors for vascular disease such as hypertension. The participants and their collateral informants reported that the participants were functioning normally in the community, and none had sought professional attention for memory complaints. Participants who developed medical problems during the course of the study were not dropped, but those who developed a neurological diagnosis other than possible or probable AD were not included in these analyses. Neurological and neuropsychological examinations were conducted annually. Serial position scoring was initiated during the course of the longitudinal study. The first examination in which serial position was recorded was used for these analyses, by which time some participants cognitively intact at entry had developed MCI.
Participants with a diagnosis of MCI at this examination were rated as questionable dementia based on a Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR; Morris, 1993) score of 0.5 on one (n = 12) or two consecutive (n = 9) annual visits and no reversion to CDR = 0 in subsequent visits at the time of the data analysis. Ratings were based on an interview with the patient and a collateral source and a cognitive screening examination as part of the neurological examination or an MMSE < 24. The healthy controls also were enrolled in OBAS and had no CDRs > 0 or MMSEs < 24, even at visits subsequent to these data analyses. Participants with mild AD were from the Layton Aging & Alzheimer's Disease Center and met the National Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke and AD and Related Disorders Association criteria for probable (n = 20) or possible (n = 7) AD (McKhann, et al., 1984) based on a consensus conference and had CDRs = 1 and MMSEs ≥ 20.
Experiment 2
Data were available from participants newly enrolled in a second, independent study of MCI and were used to test for replication of the serial position effects found in the first experiment. No Alzheimer patients participated in this experiment. All participants were age 70 years or older, were in average health, had a CDR < 1, a MMSE ≥ 22, and a Geriatric Depression Score (Sheikh & Yesavage, 1986 ) ≤ 7/15, and were independently mobile. They either were cognitively intact or had a diagnosis of MCI based on the same criteria as in Experiment 1. None met diagnostic criteria for dementia. The final groups consisted of 31 participants with a MCI diagnosis (MCI-2) and 186 who were judged to be cognitively intact (Intact-2).
Procedure
All participants were given a neurological examination and the same battery of neuropsychological tests. Serial position was examined with the CERAD Word List task (Morris et al., 1989) , which consists of a list of 10 unrelated words read aloud by subjects on each of three trials with immediate recall after each trial. The words are in a different order on each trial, which allows for a comparison of serial position recall dissociated from learning from previous trials. We defined the primacy section of the list as the first 3 words and the recency as the last 3 words. After a short delay with an intervening cognitive activity, delayed recall of the list is elicited. There also is a yes/no recognition task, the data of which are not presented here. Two lists of equal level of difficulty were alternated for the MCI and Intact groups to minimize practice effects during the longitudinal study. No practice effects were observed with the Alzheimer group using only one list. Performance on the three acquisition trials and the delayed recall trial was recorded according to which words were recalled and in what order.
Data analyses
Scoring methods
(a) The standard (CERAD) scoring consists of totaling the number of words recalled on each of the acquisition trials. (b) The RWS method uses a gradient of scores in which the weighting is inversely related to the recency of presentation (Buschke et al., 2006) . Scores range from 10 for recall of the first word to 1 for recall of the last word. (c) The CA method also uses weighted scores, but uses a statistical program that maximizes the correlation between groups and recall (Shankle et al., 2005) . (d) The STM penalty scoring gives a reduced weight (half a point) to any of the last 3 words in the list recalled first, second, or third. The last 3 words were considered the recency portion (Capitani, Della Sala, Logie, & Spinnler, 1992) . A full point is given to any of the other 7 words in the list recalled or any of the last 3 words recalled after at least 3 earlier words were recalled. This scoring is based on the assumption that recall is easiest for the last 3 words provided they are recalled before any other words (Tulving & Colotla, 1970; Waugh & Norman, 1965) .
Statistical methods
Demographic characteristics and conventional global and memory test scores for the subjects in Experiments 1 and 2 were evaluated using summary statistics (mean, SDs, percentages) and were compared between groups using two-sample t testing, nonparametric Wilcoxon rank sum testing, analysis of variance, analysis of covariance, and chi-square tests as appropriate. Group differences for Experiment 1 were examined using one-way analyses of covariance (ANCOVA), with age as the covariate. Significant omnibus effects were followed up with least significant difference (LSD) post hoc tests for planned comparisons. Receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves provided measures of a model's ability to discriminate between groups. We statistically compared the area under the ROC curves among each scoring technique using the nonparametric approach of DeLong and colleagues (DeLong, DeLong, & Clarke-Pearson, 1988) . All analyses were performed by using SAS Version 9.2 software (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC).
RESULTS
Experiment 1
Group characteristics. The group characteristics are presented in Table 1 . The MCI-1 group is significantly older than the Intact-1 and AD groups. The groups do not differ in education, percentage female, or socioeconomic status (SES; Hollingshead, 1975) . Corrected for age differences, the MCI-1 group's MMSE is intermediate between the Intact-1 group and the AD group.
Word-list learning. When results had been corrected for age, the MCI-1 group recalled significantly fewer words during the three learning trials than the Intact-1 group and more words than Alzheimer group, F(3, 85) = 52.70, MSE = 589.76, p < .0001 (Table 1) . These group differences were the same for the delayed recall scores, F(3, 85) = 80.34, MSE = 224.73, p < .0001.
Serial position curves. The serial position curves for each of the three learning trials are shown in Figure 1 . The first trial shows the typical serial position effect for the Intact-1 group and a comparatively reduced primacy effect for the MCI-1 and AD groups. This pattern also is seen on Trial 2. By Trial 3, all groups are recalling words throughout the list, and the serial position effect is diminished.
The groups were compared for the total number of words recalled over three trials in the primacy position, defined as the first three words in the list, and the number of words recall in the recency position, the last three words. The Intact-1 group recalled the most words in the primacy position followed by the MCI-1 group (see Table 2 ). As predicted the MCI-1 and AD groups recalled more words in the recency position than in the primacy position, and their recency scores did not differ from each other. Relative to the primacy effect, the recency effect (recency to primacy ratio) of the groups were AD > MCI-1 > Intact-1.
Experiment 2
Group characteristics. The group characteristics are presented in Table 3 . The Intact-2 group and the MCI-2 group were similar in terms of age, education, and socioeconomic status. The MCI-2 group had a larger percentage of males and non-White subjects. The Intact-2 group scored significantly higher on the MMSE.
Word-list learning. Similar to Experiment 1, the MCI-2 group recalled significantly fewer words during the three learning trials and on delayed recall than the Intact-2 group. Note. Recency/primacy ratio = (recency − primacy)/(recency + primacy). Group comparisons are age adjusted.
Serial position curves. The Trial 1 serial position profile in Experiment 2 is similar to the profile in Experiment 1 in that both the Intact-2 and MCI-2 group differences are greatest in the primacy position (Figure 2) . Recall of the first word is similar, but the groups diverge on the other two primacy words. This difference is also seen on Trial 3 but less so on Trial 2. The recency to primacy ratio is significantly greater for the MCI-2 group (Table 4) .
Recency/primacy ratios comparison
The percentages of subjects in each group that had reduced primacy as defined as a recency/primacy ratio of ≥ .10 are: Experiment 1, Intact 12%, MCI 62%, AD 74%; Experiment 2, Intact 33%, MCI 61%. Follow-up visits occurred for 53 of 62 Intact and MCI subjects in Experiment 1. Recency/primacy ratios below the cutoff number were obtained by 38 of the 53 (72%), and the other 15 (28%) had ratios above that. Of the 38, only 2 (5%) progressed to dementia whereas of the 15, 8 (53%) progressed. The dementia diagnoses were probable or Note. Recency/primacy ratio = (recency − primacy)/(recency + primacy).
possible Alzheimer disease except for two cases of mixed Alzheimer/vascular dementia. The groups that did and did not progress to dementia did not differ in gender or education, but the group that progressed was older. Using a Cox Proportion Hazard model, the hazard ratio of those above the recency/primary ratio cutoff on progression to dementia was 12.4, p = .002. After adjusting for age, the hazard ratio was 5.0, p = .05. The survival curves showed that the group with ratios above the cutoff had a higher likelihood to progress to AD; log-rank test p < .0001.
Scoring methods comparison
In Experiment 1, all scoring methods were good at distinguishing the MCI-1 and Intact-1 groups (see Table 5 for areas under the ROC curves), and no alternative scoring was statistically better than the standard scoring for total number of words recalled during Trials 1-3 (Acquisition). In Experiment 2, again all scoring methods were equivalent in distinguishing the MCI-2 versus Intact-2 groups. However, the areas under the ROC curves (AUCs) were less than those obtained in Experiment 1, indicating more similarity in the performance of the groups. Only the RWS scoring method was superior to the standard scoring of Trials 1-3 for distinguishing the MCI-1 and AD groups. Often in clinical practice the Delayed Recall score is the main measure used for diagnosis of MCI or AD. We also compared the three Note. Acquisition = standard score Trials 1-3; ROC = receiveroperating characteristic; MCI = mild cognitive impairment; RWS = retention weighted scoring; STM = short-term memory penalty scoring; CA = correspondence analysis.
scoring methods (RWS, STM, CA) discriminative abilities to Delayed Recall score. None of the AUCs were significantly different than the Delayed Recall AUCs.
DISCUSSION
In both experiments, the MCI groups scored lower than their respective control groups for Acquisition and Delayed Recall on the CERAD Word List. As predicted, the MCI groups' serial positions compared to controls showed diminished primacy effects relative to recency effects. In Experiment 1, which included a group with mild AD, the reduced primacy effect of the MCI group was intermediate between the intact and AD groups. Although the MCI groups had a depressed primacy effect, none of the alternative scoring methods was better than standard scoring for distinguishing MCI participants from controls, which was unexpected. STM scoring according to order of words recalled was not beneficial for differentiating the MCI groups from the intact groups. The two experiments did not find a benefit of CA weighted scoring over standard scoring on the CERAD Word List. However, our methods were different from that of Shankle and colleagues ( (Shankle et al., 2009; Shankle et al., 2005) , who found a benefit when they totaled performance on the CERAD three acquisition trials plus the delayed recall trial. The delayed recall trial was not included in the present analyses because none of the words upon delay are recalled from immediate memory (recency). The primacy and recency positions of words would be ambiguous as the word order was different on each of the three acquisition trials.
RWS was not superior to standard scoring for differentiating MCI from age-normal recall performance, but it was the best scoring method for distinguishing MCI and AD groups. The superiority of RWS over STM scoring is due to its increasing weighting of recall from items earlier in the list where the group differences are greatest. Compared to CA scoring, RWS is based on a simple theoretical assumption and is simple and fast to score, which may increase its accessibility and use in clinical settings. The CA method requires computer-based weighting, which may limit its use (Buschke et al., 2006) .
Our findings appear to differ from a study by Bennett et al. who studied MCI patients using the University of California-Repeatable Episodic Memory Test (USC-REMT), a 15-word list with words presented in a different order for each of three learning trials (Bennett et al., 2006) . Both neurologically intact and amnestic MCI groups recalled more items from the end of the USC-REMT 15-word list than from the beginning or middle, and there was no group by serial position interaction. The difference is probably best explained by the difference in level of difficulty between the studies. List length affects primacy but not recency (Carlesimo et al., 1996b) . They used a longer list, which likely depressed the primacy recall of their intact comparison group.
Assuming that many if not most patients in our MCI groups had preclinical AD, the findings are consistent with data from Pepin and Eslinger (1989) in showing that the reduced primacy effect is a function of the level of dementia. In their study mildly demented patients had the usual U-shaped curve, but with increasing severity of dementia the shape of the curve flattened with a reduced primacy effect and, eventually, a decreased recency effect as well. By contrast, Bayley et al. (2000) found no difference between serial position curves between mild and very mild AD groups as both groups lacked a significant primacy effect but had a robust recency effect. Bayley and colleagues used one trial with a 16-word list while Pepin and Eslinger used three learning trials with a 9-word list. Carlesimo et al. (1996b) showed that with enough repetitions of a list, in this case five trials with a 15-word list, Alzheimer patients also show a primacy effect. Similarly, Gianotti et al. found that only one third of AD patients lacked a primacy effect when using five trials with a 15-word list (Gainotti et al., 1998) .
Serial position analyses appear to be useful in identifying persons with MCI. Although the recency/primacy ratio differed between MCI and Intact groups in both experiments, comparison of the two experiments showed that Experiment 1 data more closely matched predictions. In comparison with Experiment 1, the Experiment 2 MCI group's curve was more similar to that of the Intact group. Experiment 1 likely benefited from the longitudinal design that allowed for correction for age-related fluctuations in functioning. Participants who were labeled "intact" at the visit but subsequently converted to MCI were omitted from the Intact-1 group. In a similar vein, participants were eliminated from the MCI-1 group who were "questionable dementia" at the visit but subsequently converted to "intact." By contrast, Experiment 2 used a cross-sectional design with inherent limitations. Large intraindividual variability in performance across tests is not uncommon in older adults (Binder, Iverson, & Brooks, 2009; Salthouse, 2007) , which makes group assignments based on cross-sectional neuropsychological test scores less than precise. The comparison of the serial position curves of Experiments 1 and 2 suggests the possibility that the MCI group's performance in Experiment 2 likely contained low-performing normals classified as MCI and who may revert to "intact" during follow-up.
The possibility that serial position curves may be useful in identifying persons at risk for AD is bolstered by the report by La Rue et al. (2008) that a group of middle-aged asymptomatic persons at risk for AD by virtue of family history showed a slight, but statistically significant, reduced primary effect compared to control subjects.
The shape of serial position curves is influenced by a number of factors, and choosing the best word-list task for serial position studies depends on matching characteristics of the individuals studied, such as age, with the task. In our study the high recall of the first words on the list on Trial 1 is likely due to the shortness of the list we used. If the list is overlearned, such as on Trial 3 of our study, the serial position curves begin to flatten. Primacy also is affected by presentation rate, word frequency, and semantic similarity of items in the list (Capitani et al., 1992) .
It is possible that the serial position effect is most marked when word order is preserved from trial to trial. It is assumed that words in the primary position are preferentially stored in long-term memory. If word order is the same from trial to trial, the opportunity for consolidating these words increases, and the primacy effect should become stronger. When word order is randomized from trial to trial, and a serial position curve is still retained, the strength of the serial position effect is demonstrated.
In summary, individuals with MCI, like AD patients, have a diminished primacy effect in recalling words from a list. The depressed primacy effect in seniors with MCI compared with controls likely stems from a diminished ability to consolidate new items into long-term memory, a feature characteristic of Alzheimer's disease. Assuming that a higher level of accuracy of diagnosing MCI may be achieved by considering the presence of multiple cognitive markers, the addition of serial position data from word-list-learning tests might improve diagnosis. However, none of the alternative scoring systems that were examined with the CERAD Word List was better than standard scoring in distinguishing MCI patients from controls. Retention weighted scoring of this test improved the discrimination of MCI and AD groups and is indicative of the more severe episodic memory impairment in AD patients than in those with MCI.
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